
Using the Effects
To get the best out of the built - in effect system, you need

to fully understand the 3 types of effect placement and to

be able to select the most suitable effect for the current

Combination.

SERIAL
Effect 1 and Effect 2 are serially routed. Inputs A and B

send signals to both Effect 1 and Effect 2 and become

stereo outputs at 1/L and 2/R. Inputs at C and D only go

through Effect 2 and directly out to outputs 3 and 4.

PARALLEL 1
Besides being able to use Effect 1 and Effect 2 as separate

effect processors, this setting is capable of sending signals

from Effect 2 to Outputs 1/L and 2/R as well as sending

Inputs A and B to Outputs 1/L and 2/R and sending Inputs

C and D to Outputs 3 and 4.

PARALLEL 2



In addition to sending parallel outputs as in PARALLEL 1,

this setting is capable of sending signals from Effect 2 to

Effect 1 and making mixed outputs at Outputs 1/L and 2/R.

For example, a strings sound at Inputs A and B goes

through a Reverb at Effect 1 only, but a guitar sound at

Inputs C and D goes through a Chorus at Effect 2 and then

goes through the Reverb at Effect 1. This operation can be

done in SERIAL placement but the major difference

between SERIAL and this PARALLEL 2 is that this setting

is also capable of separately sending outputs from Effect 2

to Outputs 3 and 4.

Recording with a Sequencer
The 01/WFD-01/W is built in with a 16 - track sequencer to

allow complete self - production of your original songs with

multi - timbral instrumentation. This section describes

some of the easy and effective ways to enjoy sequencer

recording. Before starting a recording, you should decide

on the following important points.

1 Choosing a Recording Mode
In the 01/WFD-01/W one of the following three modes can

be selected for making each track of a song.

•Real Time Recording
This mode is good for preserving musical feel or for those

who are used to playing the keyboard.

•Step Recording
Since data for each note can be specified mostly by

numeric value, this is useful for recording phrases that are

difficult to play by hand.

•Pattern Method
Each track of a song can be made by combining several

patterns that are separately recorded. This is especially

useful for repeating patterns such as a drum part.

Select the best recording method for the nature of each

part.

2 Determining a Quantizing Resolution



The quantizing function automatically corrects the timing of

all notes played in Real Time recording to a selected beat

length. When the resolution is set to Hi, all notes will be

recorded at the selected basic resolution for each song (a

quarter - note = 96 or 48).

Selecting Programs for each Track
The 01/WFD-01/W can provide a maximum of 16 programs

by assigning a separate program to each of 16 tracks

(within the maximum number of voices, 32). Be sure to

make an advance plan for track structure.

4 Selecting Panpot and Volume for each Track

This is important for mixing each track. While you are

selecting panpot and volume, you may want to plan for

effect settings also.

The points discussed above will provide easy and effective

recording with the least time and effort. Now you can make

any kind of songs up to your creativity because you now

know all the basics of the sequencer's operation.

Recording a Rhythm and Melody
On the next few pages are guide procedures for recording

a song with keyboard, guitar, bass and drum tracks. A

sample song chart is illustrated as below.

• Make sure you number each of drum patterns (POO-P02) ,beforehand.

1 Selecting Song Tracks and Programs

Page "0" is used for selection of programs to Tracks 1 -
16. Quantize works after recording each track. For the
sample song keyboard, guitar, bass and drums are
recorded for Tracks 1 - 4, respectively. Select programs
by shifting the cursor to each track on the screen.








